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New Zealand (NZ) is currently running a deficit budget of approximately 16 billion NZ dollars for 2011 or 8-9 
percent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). A deficit is a situation where the government is spending more 
over a time period than they are earning over the same period. The government needs to make a choice on 
how they are going to get rid of the deficit and obtain a sustainable surplus. A choice must be made 
because the government has a range of potential solutions available to them to implement, however they 
only have a limited amount of means to invest in a solution. The NZ government now faces the problem of 
scarcity where a choice between two or more alternatives is necessary. The range of options that the 
government has includes raising income tax or tax on substances like tobacco and alcohol, introducing a 
compulsory capital gains tax, decreasing government spending, or the selling of assets. The opportunity 
cost will be the next best alternative foregone when the choice of action is made. E.g. If the government 
decides to implement and enforce an increase in income tax they will have less resources that could be 
used on the sale of assets which could have been the next best alternative. 
 
Decrease government spending (option 1) 
The NZ government is currently running a deficit because it is spending about 16 billion dollars more than it 
is earning annually. A potential way to put NZ back on a surplus by 2014/2015 would be to decrease 
spending to lower than our annual revenue. 
Increase Income taxes (option 2) 
A potential solution for the NZ government deficit would be to increase income tax rates for all income 
levels. The increase in revenue could be used to cover our 16 billion dollar annual deficit. 
Increase Income tax on only top income earners (a compromise option) 
The people of NZ with lower income levels need all the income they can get to have a decent life-style. In 
order to make a better solution, the government could instead increase taxes on a specific group of high 
income earners. A compromise to the original option would be to increase taxes on New Zealanders who 
earn over 200,000 per year to 40-45% so that the government’s income tax revenue increases. 
 
Option 1: Decrease government spending  
Effectiveness; if government expenses decrease then the annual budget will become closer to a surplus 
than before assuming revenue stays the same. If the government decreases spending it will show 
consumers that there is a serious issue here which they could help address by actively looking for work if 
unemployed (benefits). 
If the government cuts expenses like subsidies, it is likely that revenue will decrease as a result. This is 
because the extra supply from previous subsidises will decrease therefore less revenue will be made from 
GST. The decrease in spending may not be able to cover the whole deficit as many government funded 
programs are essential and cutting them could lead to more serious problems E.g. Healthcare (costs). 
Efficiency; decreasing government spending would be far easier and cheaper than having to decide and 
enforce a tax increase. A decrease in spending may be able to encourage people on welfare to work 
towards getting a better job as they won’t make as much from welfare benefits if at all (benefits). 
Many groups and political parties will argue over what needs to be cut and what doesn’t. It may take years 
for the government to decide on the cuts it needs to make in order to cover the 16 billion dollar deficit 
without reducing income earned either. If the government focuses on reducing expenses, they would not be 
able to introduce an increase in GST or income tax as it would cost more money to enforce. One of the 
other options would be the opportunity cost (costs). 
Equity; many companies that were previously being subsidised will possibly no longer be benefiting from 
government hand-outs which is fair towards companies that previously weren’t subsidised (benefit). 
Removing a subsidy from a company which relies on it to operate wouldn’t be fair to that company (cost). 
Option 2: Increase income tax 
Effectiveness; the government will be getting more revenue from income tax and therefore will have 
enough revenue to cover its expenses and even maybe run a surplus. The government will not need to cut 
any expenses thus lifestyle for New Zealanders will remain relatively the same (benefits). 
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Higher tax rates discourage people to work in NZ as they won’t be able to make as much income as 
desired. People may leave to work overseas and thus no longer be providing revenue for the government. 
Enforcing a higher income tax rate will be costly to the government, lowering the amount of revenue earned 
from this solution. People on minimum wage jobs may not be able to earn a living on new tax rates and will 
require welfare benefits (costs). 
Efficiency; an income tax increase would very quickly raise government revenue to match the deficit 
amount (benefit). After deducting the amount of revenue lost from people leaving the country to work 
somewhere else, the amount of revenue gained from the tax increase could be less than satisfactory (cost). 
Equity; everyone’s taxes will increase so every member of NZ contributes to getting us out of a deficit, not 
just one group of people (benefit). A lot of people will complain and say that we will be paying too much in 
income taxes (cost). 
Option 3: Increase income tax on top income earners only 
Effectiveness; an increase in income tax for top income earners will raise a large amount of revenue 
without increasing the burden of tax that the poorer people of NZ already have (benefit). The bigger NZ 
businesses and skilled workers that earn a lot of income each year will be encouraged to work overseas 
where they aren’t targeted to pay a higher percentage of tax. People will be discouraged from working 
towards a higher wage because they will be taxed more (costs). 
Efficiency; an increase in tax for only the top income earners of NZ would be cheaper to enforce than an 
increase in income tax for all income levels so the government will save money (benefit). NZ could lose a 
lot of potential income from the workers that decide to move away from NZ (cost). 
Equity; many people would consider this solution the most fair as New Zealanders who have more financial 
power should have a larger responsibility to help put the government back to a surplus (benefit). The more 
wealthy members of NZ will argue that it is unfair that they work harder to drive the economy and are also 
the ones that have to pay the largest percentage of income tax (cost). 
 
1. (Recommendation) Reduce government spending. 2. (Opportunity cost) Increase income tax on top 
earners only. 3. Increase income tax. 
Both a decrease in government spending and an increase in government revenue will lower the deficit 
amount and bring the country closer to a surplus. However, raising income tax for all may make many New 
Zealanders who live on a minimum wage fall into requiring government welfare. This is a serious concern 
as the solution of increasing tax may result in a corresponding increase in government spending which 
dilutes the benefits of the solution. Also, raising income tax on top income earners would encourage skilled 
workers to leave NZ. A simpler step to reduce the deficit is to cut unnecessary spending and any expenses 
that don’t benefit the government in some way, and work towards a surplus.  

Each of the options has significant costs that outweigh the benefits…  

Decreasing government spending is the fairest option as no individual is expected to carry more of the 
responsibility over another group unlike the increase in tax for only high income earners…  

Overall, the decrease in government spending emerges as the best policy as it is the most effective and 
has the least long term consequences like people moving overseas.  

Ranked last is raising taxes for everyone as it wouldn’t be fair for struggling families and low income 
earners. Raising tax on top income earners is the opportunity cost in this situation as it is preferable to most 
people above raising income tax for everyone.       
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